Rapid fingerprinting technology of heavy oil spill by mid-infrared spectroscopy.
With the increase of unconventional oil production and transportation, the detection methods of light crude oil have been challenged. Mid-Infrared spectroscopy can reflect the functional group of the oil related samples, which has strong absorption signals with distinguishable peaks featured as a fast, economy, and robust technique. Nevertheless, the previous study and application of oil relevant samples, such as petroleum chemical industry online monitoring, are mainly based on Near-infrared spectroscopy. Recently, the rapid development of the spectral instrument manufacturing and the data analysis methods provides a more comprehensive technical support for the rapid and accurate identification of marine oil spill by Mid-infrared spectroscopy. In this paper, 10 crude oil samples were selected for infrared spectroscopy detection, and the results were analysed and compared with those of gas chromatography flame ionization detection method. The character information of the IR spectra and GC/FID chromatograms were extracted and classified both by principal component analysis and partial least squares regression. Under the condition of small sample size, the recognition accuracy was up to 100%. The results show that the mid-infrared method combined with chemometrics can be expected to achieve rapid, accurate and economical identification of heavy oil species.